
MELANIE KLEINS CONCEPTS

Melanie Klein is regarded as one of the founders of `Object Relations Freud's concept of life and death forces (Eros and
Thanatos) as primal.

Paranoid-schizoid position newborn- months Klein is of the understanding that during the first few months of
life the infant is in a state of anxiety, stemming largely from the death instinct thanatos [3]. She postulates
infantile preconception with an exciting and terrifying parental couple, phantasied first as a 'combined figure':
the maternal body containing the father's penis and rival babies. As the child grows, it realizes that good and
bad experiences come from the same person, as well as differences between internal and external objects. The
key defensive psychic state is the paranoid-schizoid position , based on part- object relationship eg. However,
in the depressive position, the child feels they have attacked and destroyed aspects of these much needed
figures which causes painful anguish and, in favourable circumstances, a wish to restore and protect these
loving objects develops. She replaces Freud's stages of development with descriptions of positions that are a
specific configuration of object relations , anxieties and defenses which persist throughout life. After exploring
ultra-aggressive fantasies of hate, envy , and greed in very young and disturbed children, Melanie Klein
proposed a model of the human psyche that linked significant oscillations of state, with the postulated Eros or
Thanatos pulsations. By observing and analyzing the play and interactions of children, Klein built onto the
work of Freud's unconscious mind. Winnicott put more emphasis on the role of the external world in creating
a psychologically healthy child. As a divorced woman whose academic qualifications did not even include a
bachelor's degree, Klein was a visible iconoclast within a profession dominated by male physicians. Job
Vacancies Melanie Klein Melanie Klein was a controversial yet highly influential and powerful member of the
British Psychoanalytical Society for over thirty years. Kleinian technique In her technique Klein stresses
Freud's concept of transference, meaning the conscious but also unconscious expression of past and present
experiences, relationships, thoughts, phantasies and feelings, both positive and negative, in relation to the
analyst. In psychological terms, Eros properly, the life pulsation , the postulated sustaining and uniting
principle of life, is thereby presumed to have a companion force, Thanatos death pulsation , which seeks to
terminate and disintegrate life. She later developed her ideas about an earlier developmental psychological
state corresponding to the disintegrating tendency of life, which she called the paranoid-schizoid position.
After this loss Klein decided to move to London, where she would spend the rest of her life working as a
psychoanalyst and developing her highly original work. The term "object" refers to the potential embodiment
of fear, desire, envy or other comparable emotions. In popular culture[ edit ] Melanie Klein was the subject of
a play by Nicholas Wright , entitled Mrs. According to object relations theorists, children do not only
internalize the object itself, but also the entire relationship. This groundbreaking paper first mentions the
concept of projective identification which will become a much used and appreciated concept for future
generations of psychoanalysts. During , in the wake of a dissolving marriage, Klein moved to Berlin where she
joined the Berlin Psycho-Analytic Society under the tutelage of Karl Abraham. A compromise was eventually
reached whereby three distinct training groups were formed within the British Psychoanalytical Society, with
Anna Freud's influence remaining largely predominant in the US. Thus, negative feelings are projected
outward unto the mother, while positive sensations are internalized in a process called binary splitting. Klein's
theoretical work incorporates Freud's belief in the existence of the "death pulsation" , reflecting the fact that all
living organisms are inherently drawn toward an inorganic state, and therefore, in an unspecified sense,
contain a drive towards death. She was innovative in both her techniques [4] such as working with children
using toys and her theories on infant development. She closely linked the external physical and internal
worlds, thus explaining much of the later linkages between emotional states and bodily symptoms. For Klein,
the unconscious is a dynamic internal realm, created by projection and introjection. Many controversies arose
from this conflict, and these are often referred to as the controversial discussions. Although Klein's son, Erich,
and her daughter, Melitta, had joined her in London it was her eldest son, Hans' death in the Alps in , aged
twenty-seven, that was another in a string of personal tragedies for Klein. Comparable to that of free
association in adult psychoanalysis, Klein's play technique sought to interpret the unconscious meaning behind
the play and interaction of children. Internal objects Klein's observation of children's play led her to see their
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preoccupation with what went on inside themselves and their experience of the people in their world.
Contributions to psychoanalysis[ edit ] Melanie Klein c. It was during their time together that Klein expressed
interest in the study of psychoanalysis. All the factors which have a bearing on his object relations play a part
from the beginning in the build-up of the super-ego. In the s and 50s a group of brilliant young analysts grew
around Klein, inspired by her work. Ultimately the unique mental and emotional capacities of an individual
result from the interaction of these phantasies with actual experience, and the emotion that ensues. In order to
cope with this anxiety, the infant utilizes the phantasies of splitting, projection identification, and introjection.
The very young infant's inner world is primarily defensive, protecting the self from the discomfort of pain,
frustration, etc. The infant internalizes two sets of object relationsâ€” both positive and negativeâ€” which
include representations of the self, the object, and the emotion that links between the two. Despite this
impediment, Klein's up and coming work possessed a strong influence on the developing theories and
techniques of psychoanalysis, particularly in Great Britain. Unlike the psychoanalytically- informed approach
to the education and socialisation of children that was used in the early s in Vienna by Anna Freud and
Hermine Hug-Helmuth, in Moscow by Sabina Spielrein and Vera Schmidt and at the Maltings House School
in Cambridge by Susan Isaacs, Klein in Berlin offered her young patients something far closer to adult
psychoanalysis.


